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Abstract
In this paper, we consider an optimization problem in networks with storage servers for providing multimedia service. The design involves assigning communication link
capacity, sizing the multimedia servers and distributing
different types of content a t each server, while guaranteeing an upper limit on the individual end-to-end blocking
probability. We present optimization algorithms t o obtain
an optimal solution. Under a linear cost structure, our
numerical investigations consider different scenarios that
might be helpful in understanding how to distribute multimedia content for a cost-optimized solution.
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Figure 1: Network reference model

In the recent past, many researchers have investigated the
issues related to the delivery of interactive video service
in networks with video servers. Among them, there has
been much interest in dealing with network design issues
related to video-on-demand service [l].
The types of delivered service need not be confined to
video-on-demand, but can be extended to a variety of multimedia services, e.g., digitized voice, high quality audio,
and interactive video. The characteristics of multimedia
service, such as required bandwidth for delivering a continuous stream of data, user access probability requirements,
and holding times, influence the design of a cost-optimized
wchitecture. This also further complicates the problem to
be addressed in determining file distribution in the network.
In this paper, we consider an optimization problem in
iiet,works with storage servers for providing multimedia
service. We assume that the connection blocking probability for an end user's request to obtain a desired service
is t,he performance criterion of interest. Unlike other work
that, focused on the proportion to be placed at local or cent,ral servers, our design involves assigning communication
link cqmcity, sizing the multimedia servers and distributing different types of service content a t each server, while
guaranteeing a a upper limit on the individual end-to-end
blocking probability.
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First, we start with a model formulation for providing
multimedia service. After we formally define our optimization problem, we discuss how we can use approximations
to compute the end-to-end blocking probability t o reduce
optimization time. In Section 3, we present two algorithms
to obtain an optimal solution, based upon the properties
of the tradeoffs between communication link cost and storage server cost. Under a linear cost structure, our numerical investigations consider different scenarios that might
be helpful in understanding how to distribute multimedia
content for a cost-optimized solution.

2
2.1

Model Formulation
A structure for multimedia service
networks

Consider a network with an arbitrary tree topology as
shown in Fig. 1. Every residential customer is connected
to a point, called a distribution cabinet in Fig. 1. This
point corresponds t o an Optical Network Unit(0NU) in
an optical distribution network, a switch in the Central
Ofice(C0) of telephone network, or a headend in a cable network, depending on the access network technology.
When this concentration point is absent and a customer
request goes to a multimedia server directly, we can easily
reformulate a new cost function and performance evalua-
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In Fig. 2, we show the file distribution for pretletermined server selection in the case of an L level tree: network. wl denotes the number of nodes at level 1 of the tree,
1 = 0,1,.
. . , L , where we define W L = 1. Three types of
services are available in this example. Types of servic8:s are
classified according t o their bandwidth requirements and
mean holding time characteristics. IVi denotes the nL inber
of available titles for service type i E 1,where Z is the set
of service types, in increasing bandwidth order. The bandwidth of service type i is denoted by di. We will index the
available titles from 1 to N i , starting with the most, popular file in type i . Let M:, the cuto.8 index, he t,he index
of the least popular type i file stored in a level 1 server.
Therefore, the files ranging from the (Mi-’ -t 1)th most
popular title to the M!th one will be placed in a multimedia server in level I , where Mi” = 0. The required dorage
capacity rnl in a level 1 server is

xi,=Cj=’M1-l+l
c.ijb;j ,
M‘

.tl

where t:j is the number of copies of the j t h popular file of
type i in multimediaserver at level 1 and bij is the required
space for storing one copy of the j t h popular file of type i .
Figure 2 : File distribution for predetermined server selection
tion formula. Each node above this point is a potential
site for a multimedia server. Multimedia servers can be
placed in any node at any level of a tree network.
Once we focus on end-to-end or call blocking probabilit,y as a niea.sure of grade of service, the two most import,a.nt,parameters of a multimedia server are the bandwidt,li of t.he 1/0 controller that is attached to the network
and t8hemaximum number of simultaneous streams that
a. server can support for a specific title. Thus a multimedia server is assumed t o perform admission control for a
new request, based upon the simultaneous availability of
t,he out.put,Imndwidth in the server and the requested file.
In t,liis pa.per, the number of streams that can access
a specific t<it#le
is a.ssunied t o be limited by the “number
of copies” of t,he particular file. What we mean by the
“niunber of copies” is the number of independent streams
t,liat, can lie supported simultaneously for the requested
t,it,le,which in geiiera.1 may exceed the actual number of
physical copies.
A request, for a multimedia service is assumed to be
assigned t,o a. predet,erinined server that contains the request.ed file. The content files are distributed among the
seyvers ancl ea.ch server contains a subset of the available
files. We assume t,hat files are placed, sta.rting with the
highest, Irvel server. in inverse order of their popularity.
Thus hy pla.cing t,he most popular titles closest t o the
users. t,he coniniunication cost can be reduced, and the increinent,al &orage cost is less due t o the multiplexing gain.
Through numerical investigations, we previously observed
t,hat. t,liis a.ssumpt,ion of placing the most popular titles to
low level servers appears to be valid for our network design
prol~leinwrier t,lie end-to-end blocking constraint [a].

2.2

Optiinization model

The objective of the design is t o minimize the overall cost,
which is the sum of the costs of multimedia servers and
communication link costs. For reasons that we will c iscuss
in Section 3, the minimization of the total cost expression
below will be divided into the two steps, as denoted by the
inner and outer minimizations:
L- 1

L

with constraints

The communication link cost, $l(kr), is the cost of the
link between level 1 and 1 1 with capacity kl. + I ( s t , m i )
represents the cost of a multimedia server at level 1 with
output bandwidth S I and storage capacity nil. B,, (I..?g , t )
is the end-to-end blocking probability for the jtli popular
file of type i , which is constrained to be less than B,, . Depending on the values of the M:’s, some links and :;ewers
may be eliminated from the network(for example when
A[:-’
= M: for all i , level 1 servers don’t exist in final
solution).
The total cost expression in (1) assumes syrnmetric traffic requirements, i.e., each cluster of users has tht: same
demand characteristics for each title. Consequently, the
results are obtained for a balanced tree, or i n degenerate
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cases, a forest of bala,iiced trees, all the links a t any particular level ha.ving the same capacity. With minor modifications, this symmetric assumption can be loosened at
the expense of increasing the decision variables.
Requests for a service title arrive according to a Poisson
process. The route for the service title consists of communica.tion links from the customer cluster t o the server
which provides the service title, the 1/0 of the server and
a. copy of t,he required title. Each element in the route has
finite units of handwidth, which is shared among different
classes of traffics. A request takes predetermined units of
bandwidth a t ex11 element on the route simultaneously,
provided it is not blocked by any of the elements in the
route. The length of time that the title is a.ccessed, i.e.,
t,he service duration, has a general distribution with finite
1iiea.n.
Since it is hard t o compute the end-to-end blocking
proba.bility even for a moderate sized network, we consider
t.wo a.pproximations: the reduced load approximation and
the summa.tion approximation. Details of these approxima.tions can he found in [3], under the assumption that
all service requests require the same bandwidth. Among
several methods for calculating single element loss probaIility [4],we decided to use the Uniform Asymptotic Approximation( UAA) [5] for calculating the single element
blocliing probability for each type of traffic. In addition
to its ca.pability of handling real values of capacity, which
is useful for our opt,imization,the UAA is quite accurate
for calcda.tions of single link blocking probabilities for services with heterogeneous bandwidths. Another attractive
fmture is that the coinplexity of computation does not
increa.se wit,h the link capacity.
From our numerical experience, even though the difference bet,weeii the reduced load and sunimatioii approximat,ions increa.ses with higher loads and bandwidth requirements, the summation approximation provides a tight upper bound on the reduced load approximation at the loading region of 1%end-to-end blocking probability [a]. Generally, the repeated substitution method is used to get a
set, of converged solut,ions for the reduced load approximat,ion.The number of iterations in the repea.ted substitution
depends on not. only the stopping criterion of the iteration
but a.lso the values of tra.ffic loads and system capacities.
However, t,lie suminatmion
approximation gives the solution
in one it,era.t.ion.Consequently, the summation approximat,ion 1ia.s a.n a.clvanta.gein computation time, a.t t,he cost of
somem1ia.t reduced accuracy.

3

Optimization Method

In t,liis section, we consider an Optimization technique for
solving t,he problem introduced in Equation (1). To avoid
tlea.ling with a. nonlinear integer prograiiiining problem for
t.he inner opt,imizatioii, we assume a cont,inuous cost funct,ioii and a.llow all t,he decision variables except tlie Mi's
t.0 be real. Since it, is difficult to decide the va.lue of the
cost. fuiict,ion a.t. non-integer values of A f / ' s , we keep the

decision variables of the outer minimization as integers.
From our computational experience using the Matlab
optimization package, which has an implementation of sequential quadratic programming, the CPU running time
for one inner minimization routine(1nner-Min) under the
reduced-load approximation of the end-to-end blocking
constraint is about five times as large as the time under the summation approximation. However, using the
solution from the summation approximation as a starting
point, the iterations under the reduced load approximation
terminates in about half the time that it takes from an arbitrarily chosen original initial point. Moreover, from extensive numerical investigation, we believe that the choice
of the approximation schemes does not affect tlie optimal
values of Mi's. Thus, the benefit of the optimization time
using the summation approximation becomes more significant for the outer minimization.
As we saw in [2], once the cost decreases by moving
the most popular title from a higher level server down t o
lower level servers, the cost keeps decreasing until reaching
the optimal cutoff index. After passing the optimal cutoff
index, the cost increases as we further increase the value
of Mi'. This indicates that the optimization problem has
a well-behaved cost structure with respect t o the M / ' s .
Thus we suggest the following two alternative procedures
for our optimization problem. In both procedures, the
summation approximation is used for all but the last step.

Procedure l(optimize each service independently)
J o l d = 00
( J is the total cost)
MF = N, , Ml = 0 for all i a n d 1 5 I < L
for i = 1
1
1 down t o 1
(start with largest bandwidth service)
c o m p u t e J,,, , cost from inner minimization s u b r o u t i n e Inner-Min
do t h e following routine while J,,,
< Jold (search for optimal

Jold

&
!I

for

= Jne,
= M ! for all I
1 = 1 to L - 1
f o r j = I to L - 1
M: = max{Mf

cutoff indices for service i)
(calculate cost for new cutoff indices)

+

Z ! ,M : }
c o m p u t e J ' , t h e cost from I n n e r M i n
Mf = &If for all I

(zf

is a step size.)

end
(pick new point in "optimum" direction)
for 1 = 1 t o L - 1
if J ' < J o l d
M i = Mf 2;
else
Mf = max{O, Mf - Z ! }

+

2'

zf = m a x { l , [+.I}

end
1
(make cutoff indices consistent)
for 1 = 1 to L
Mf = max{M:, Mf-'}
c o m p u t e J,,,
for new Mf ' s using Inner-Min
end(do)
end(for)
Perform final inner minimization using reduced-load approximation

-

Procedure 2(descent direction-based search)
Joid

= 03
= N , , Mf = 0

for all i a n d 1 5 I < L
c o m p u t e J,,,,
t h e cost from I n n e r M i n
< Jold
d o t h e following routine while J,,,

MF
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Jpld

= Jnew

Mf = Mf for all i and I
for i = 1 to IT1
(compute costs in all directions)
forl=ltoL-1

-

for j = I t o L
1
;\I: = max(nf!
Z! ,
~cmipiittrJ : , tlie cost from Inner-Min
AI! = '\j! for all I

+

MI}

rnd
rnrl
for i

(pick new p o i n t i n descent d i r e c t i o n )
= 1 t o 111
fori= 1 t o L - 1

i t J ' < .lol,j
111; = A f l

else

AI!
Z!
rnrl
for I

=

.rr!

+ Zf
= niax{i), M! - z ! }
21

= inax(1, L+J}

I tu L

-

1

(make c u t o f f i n d i c e s c o n s i s t e n t )

(a) service bandwidth=24

(b) service bandwidth=12

= m a x { a r ~M
, y }

rnd
coii1put.t. J , t e ,I. for new Mf ' s using Inner-Min
encl(cl0)
Pvrforni fin:?l inlier ininiinization using reduced-load approximation

Zi is iiiit,ia.llyan arbitrarily chosen positive integer value,
which is a.djust,ed during iterations as indicated above, and
correspontls t,o a st,ep size. An exhaustive search based
outer minimization tha,t finds a set of the optimal cutoff
~ ) . Proceinclices has complexity of O ( ~ { Z ~ ( N ~ ) L -using
dure I , t,lie complexity is at most
- 1)).
For Procaclure 2, t,he inlier "for" loop takes IZl(L - 1) iter(c) service bandwidth=:!
(d) service b a n d w i d t k l
ations. while t,lie outer &.'d~''
loop itera.tes O ( m a s N i ) times
in most, ca.ses from our coiiiputatioiial experience. In pract,ical sit,u;xt,ioiis,L teiids to be a small value, such as two
Figure 3: Optimized costs with c = 5
or three. T h e number of titles of each type of service Ni
c o d d he a much larger value, a few hundred or thousands.
Also as t,lie t,ypes of services increase, 1
1
1 gets larger. Thus the j t h popular file of type i . Additionally, the mean sert,he gain wit,li t,he proposed algorithm is considerable, and vice duration for all types of service is assurried t o he tlie
same. T h e cost function is assumed t o be linear with coallows prsct.ica1 sized problems t o be solved.
efficients shown in Table l . In order to study the tradeoff
between communication cost and storage cost, wt' chose
4 Nuiiierical Investigations
the coefficient of the link cost between a level 1 serier and
a level 2 server, c , t o be a variable parameter.
111 this paper, we consider a two-level system with one
Case1
Case2
root, s e n er and several local servers. T h e constraint
one copy of type 1 file
4
1
on t.he iiidiviclual end-to-end blocking probabilit,y is asone copy of type 2 file
8
6
sumed t,o hr less than or equal to 0.01 for all i and
one copy of type 3 file
48
84
j . For each t,ype of service i , the user access probabilone copy of type 4 file
96
GOO
ity for tit,le j . Z J ~ ,is a.ssumed t o be the Zipf distribuone unit of server's output bandwidth
1
3
one unit of link bandwidth between level 0 and 1
5
10
t.ion wit'li pa.rameter B = 0.271 [6]. In both ca.ses, we set
c
C
;V = [ l o 10 10 l o ] , w1 = 8 , W O = 32. Four different one unit of link bandwidth between level 1 and 2
t ' y p s of services a.re assumed to be ava.ilable, a.nd their
l)aiidwitlt,li reqiiirenients, d = [l 2 12 241. This could
Table 1: Cost coefficients for Case 1 ant1 Case 2
corrrspoild, for example, to service ranging from voice at
(j4khps t'o compressed video a,t 1.5Mbps. More numerical
When c = 5, the effect of different file allocation s-lieines
rwult,s rq~resentingot,her ca.ses are preseiit,ed in [2].
on total cost is shown in Fig. 3. T h e figure also shows the
progress of algorithm 1. Every point in a cui've is lie optimized cost from the inlier minimization of our op tiiiiiza4.1 Case 1
tion problem (1). We first vary the value of 1W1, wliile the
This c a w deals 1vit.h t,he situation that, t,he tota.1 offered values of other three M7's are fixed at 1. T h e best value
load for t , y p i is the same for all types of services, i.e., from this step is M1 = 3, as shown in Fig 3(a). After
p ; j c / f = 120 for all i, where pij is the traffic iiiten- finding the best value of M I , we vary the next partimeter,
sity(t1ie product, of arrival rate and service duration) for M2. T h e same routine is performed until tlie best values

O(CF,(N~)(L

x;lL
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of all Mt’s are obtained. Thus the solution for the outer
minimization of (1) is M = [ l o 10 8 31. Up to this
point all the optimization routines are performed using
the summation approximation. Finally, to get the optimal
values of decision variables in inner minimization, we perforin the final step with the reduced load approximation.
In this figure, in order t o provide better understanding, we
draw the curve9 for both approximation methods and all
the possible value of
along- intermediate steps of the
algorithm. Note that the reduced load and summation
approximations find identical optimal values for the cutoff
indices.
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204146/204012

236601/236601
243074/243074
247726f247619
250382)249193
250186/250186

Type 1
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Type 2
7
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Type 3
0
0
3
7
10
10
10

Type 4
0
0
0
0
0
3
5

10

10

Table 3: Optimal values of the cutoff indices for Case 2
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Conclusion

In this paper, we consider an optimization problem in networks with storage servers for providing multimedia service under a constraint on the individual end-to-end blocking probabilities. We presented two algorithms t o find the
best file distribution schemes as well as optimize the size
of the elements in a network with multimedia servers. A
well-managed multimedia file distribution scheme reduces
storage cost and communication cost, making the service
more affordable. This optimization can be used in content
management
as the demand characteristics of files vary
with time, as well as in the initial design phase.

Table 2: 0ptima.l va.lues of the cutoff indices for Case 1
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